
The Burial of a King
1600 B.C.E. It is the Eighteenth Dynasty of  Egypt, with the Upper and Lower Kingdoms united under the rule of  Thutmose I. The Pharaoh has ordered his tomb be built, the first in what will become the Valley 
of  the Kings, becoming the house where he will spend eternity after ascending from the mortal plane.
 Bek-men is the Pharaoh’s chief  architect and foreman. He has a good life, a loving wife, four prosperous siblings, a large home, many camels, and many slaves. It is strange when he goes missing, and after three 
nights with no sign of  him, his wife summons his siblings and asks them to find Bek-men. Bek-men’s siblings investigate.

Keeper’s BacKground
Thutmose’s court sorcerer, Kef-Heres, seeks the Rituals of  Yhe, (KRB p. 239) an ancient tome of  dark rituals that worship and can summon Ythogtha. Kef-Heres is Thutmose’s most trusted advisor, but conspires to 
overthrow his too-human highness and replace the pharaoh with the actual living god Ythogtha. Bek-men, growing weary one day after long hours leading his laborers, discovered Kef-Heres performing foul rites, 
filthy profanations of  the name of  their god Thutmose. Observing his observer, Kef-Heres decided to use Bek-men to perform the onerous task of  getting the tome. By magically planting suggestions in Bek-men’s 
head, Kef-Heres led the architect’s investigation toward the tome. Not realizing that he was controlled, Bek-men embarked carefully, knowing that he was taking on a man as powerful (socially and physically) as 
Kef-Heres. At Luxor, Bek-men procured the Rituals of  Yhe from Bantu traders. Minutes later, Kef-Heres sent a pack of  jackals to slaughter the band of  nomads. Bek-men retreated to the tomb, as Kef-Heres hoped, 
but then mistakenly triggered a trap and died. The book lies in the tomb with Bek-men’s body, and Bek-men’s ghost now guards the book.

sTarTing The scenario
After characters have been handed out, remind the players that Pharaoh is to them a living god. Their characters may harbor doubts, but Egyptian society in this period is predicated on the concept. The group lives 
in Thebes. Begin the scenario at sunrise at Bek-men’s home. His spouse is expecting his siblings, ready to tell them that Bek-men has recently retreated from social life, and expressed more secretive behavior. The 
characters arrive in due course, one followed by the rest. This processional allows the players to introduce their characters and express concern for Bek-men’s absence. All know of  Bek-men’s profession as lead fore-
man on a secretive new project, several miles west and across the Nile from Thebes, though no one knows precisely what it was—Bek-men has not even told his spouse.
 There are a number of  avenues the investigators might take in searching for Bek-men. Rumors abound about a recent band of  traders, their blood found spilled across the sands north of  Luxor. Traveling there, 
the priests of  Luxor remember Bek-men traveling by camel through their town. With Persuade or Intimidate rolls, the priests confess that Bek-men was followed by a “ghost shadow,” an evil presence that passed 
by shortly after Bek-men. The Bantu nomads have already been stripped of  valuables by local looters, but one carries a scroll of  papyrus with the eye of  Ythogtha on one side, and an elder sign on the other (SAN 
1/1d4). This papyrus details a new spell, Evil Eye (see stats below).
 The Pharaoh and his retinue currently sit at Thebes, and seeking his audience would be difficult. The characters may be surprised when the Pharaoh’s sorcerer summons them to an audience.  Spider-like 
Kef-Heres is more than happy to see them. Kef-Heres will tell the investigators of  the tomb project, a magnificent construction hidden deep in the desert, where filthy looters will never find it. “Perhaps the honorable 
Bek-men went there,” he says, “for whatever reason.” Kef-Heres follows them at a great distance, hoping to arrive at the hidden tomb on their heels. He knows that Bek-men is dead and needs the characters to dig 
him, and the book, out from the pile of  rubble. He does not know about Bek-men’s ghost.

inTo The Valley
With careful Track rolls the characters can follow Bek-men’s trail to the tomb, a trek that takes two days. At night, Kef-Heres sends jackals to harry the characters, solely for his entertainment as he watches through 
his clairvoyance spell. Spot Hidden rolls find evidence of  the laborers’ camp outside the tomb’s entrance. Strange signs are scrawled on the wall, signs that resemble those they discovered in the Bantu camp. On a 
Hard Spot Hidden check, a character sees a distant camel rider approaching, a flock of  crows circling far above him. Do they enter or wait?

finale—inTo The TomB
Bek-men’s body lays in wait down the deepest shaft of  Thutmose’s tomb, clutching the Rituals of  Yhe. With the Rituals inside it, the tomb becomes a magical trap; anyone attempting to exit with the book must suc-
ceed on an Extreme POW roll or be instantly desiccated (SAN 2/1d6+1 for seeing this). Kef-Heres orders the characters to get the book from the pit. Bek-men’s ghost rips into those who try. The ghost is mostly 
intangible, and characters must defend themselves with their willpower (POW) against its slashing claws. Kef-Heres has a spell that will drive the ghost off. The final battle ensues, investigators vs. ghost vs. sorcerer. 
At soon as possible, Kef-Heres seizes the book and rushes from the tomb. Kef-Heres ’s hubris in attempting to leave with the Rituals results in his instant transformation into a desiccated corpse, the symbol of  
Ythogtha (an eye with many tentacles emerging from it) blazoned into his now leathery hide. Alternatively, the characters may realize that the tomb is wrong, somehow, and discover the nature of  the magical trap, 
tricking Kef-heres into “escaping” with the tome, only to meet his demise.
Kef-heres’s corpse will be important in the subsequent One-Page Scenario: “The King Arisen.”

for The Keeper
Kef-Heres: DEX 75, POW 80, Fighting: dagger 45%, damage 1d4, hp: 11, mp: 16. Spells: Clairvoyance, Command Jackals, Mental Suggestion, Implant Fear, Rend 
Spirit (does 1d6 damage to ghost, opposed POW rolls, cost: 4), Deflect Harm, Incinerate, plus more at keeper’s discretion.

Bek-men’s Ghost: DEX 65, POW 50, fighting 45%, damage 1d6, hp: 8, immune to physical weapons (opponent must defend with POW rolls), Sanity 
loss 1/1d6.

Thutmose’s tomb, KV 38: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/KV38 

Evil Eye: Casting time: 1 round, Cost: 1 sanity + 1 magic point, caster receives a bonus die to resist the next opposed POW roll from a spell.
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